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Abstract. For virtual agents to be implied in a long-term interaction
with users, they have to be able to establish and maintain long-term relationships with them. In order to give the capability to a virtual agent to
reason on its social relation with a user, we propose a BDI formalization
of social relations. Based on psychological theories, we characterize social
relation over three dimensions, namely dominance, liking and familiarity.
Liking (of the agent toward a user) is defined as a like-mindedness between the agent and a user in terms preferences. The degree of liking can
be computed from the number of shared preferences and their related
importance for the agent. The agent’s dominance is defined as its power
on the other’s intentions achievement. The level of dominance depends
also on the other’s power. Finally, the agent’s familiarity is defined by
the value of intimacy with a user and relies on the quantity of knowledge
about a user’s beliefs and intentions. Based on the formal representation of social relation, the virtual agent may reason about the different
strategies to adopt to deal with its relation with another agent (virtual
or real).
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Introduction

Machines nowadays own a prominent place in our daily lives and the amount of
research projects featuring artificial companions has significantly increased over
the past ten years. A companion can be defined as ”a robot or a virtual conversational agent that possesses a certain level of intelligence and autonomy as well as
social skills that allow it to establish and maintain long-term relationships with
users” [1]. The growing interest in artificial companions may be understood in
the light of the works in Social Psychology. Indeed, many theories emphasize
the need for affiliation and its influence on human behavior [2]. Several works
also highlight the impact of social relationships on the well-being of individuals [3]. If virtual companions are obviously not supposed to substitute human
companions, they can still compensate the lack of social relations in particular
situations. This can be, for example, the case for isolated seniors [4] in order to
assist them in daily tasks, or simply to have small talks with them [5]. Studies

conducted by Turkle [6] also show that users are becoming more comfortable
with the idea of interacting with these kinds of agents. To create believable interaction between an artificial companion and a user, the social relation of the
companion toward the user should reflect the social context of the interaction.
Indeed, the companion’s reactions should be different depending whether it interacts with a user to play a game or to teach a lesson of mathematics. These
reactions should also reflect what happened during the interaction (for instance
if the user abuses the companion). In order to give the capability to an artificial
companion to reason about its own social relation toward the user, we propose
a BDI-like model of social relations. Several dimensions of the agent are defined
as particular combinations of beliefs and intentions. Moreover, functions to compute the values of the intentions are proposed. From this formalization emerge
strategies that an agent can plan to try to modify its social relation with the
user. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related
works in the field of artificial companions and relational agents. In Section 3,
the formalization of the different dimensions of a social relation is introduced.
The formal model is illustrated on a scenario Section 4. We conclude and discuss
future work in Section 5.

2
2.1

Related Work
Artificial companions and relational agents

Started in 2004, the Cogniron project is one of the pioneers in this field [7].
The idea was to create a robot able to understand user’s needs, and to assist
him in various tasks. The robot must be able to perceive its environment, to
analyze the various constraints inherent in achieving its task, and then to decide
the best strategy to adopt. However, by focusing on the cognitive aspect of the
companion, the relational part has been missed. The robot is finally more an
assistant than a real companion. The COMPANIONS project is more focused
on the relationship between the user and the companion. The purpose is to
encourage users to converse regularly with a virtual agent by telling it his day [8].
The developed model allows the agent to respond to emotional cues provided by
the user, making the interaction more believable. The LIREC project focused on
long-term interactions by modeling agent’s memory and the evolution of dynamic
relationships. The objective of this project was to develop a companion able to
recall past interactions and adapt its behavior accordingly [9].
In the domain of virtual agents, some research has focused on relational
agents, which aim at building relationships over several interactions with their
users. However, they are mainly developed for a specific purpose and in a specific
context. In [10] the authors propose an overview of the different areas in which
relational agents could be used. Most of them are used in applications related to
health and behavioral change, but they can also be found in leisure and domestic
applications, or even in video games. Some relational agents have also been
developed. For instance, Laura [11] encourages users to exercise on a daily basis.
Laura’s behavior evolves over the everyday interactions, through pre-scripted

dialogues. The relationship is based on a stage model, which could be related to
the notion of intimacy.
Besides those research projects, there are many companions who have been
or are still marketed today by industry. In addition to the Tamagotchi, there
are robots like Pleo the dinosaur or Furby, responding to voice activation and
learning behaviors over time. The virtual dogs Aibo and Genibo, as well as the
virtual cat NeCoRo, try to mimic the behavior of the animals they represent.
If NeCoRo is only able to purr and respond to cuddles, Aibo and Genibo are
able to move and detect obstacles. Finally, the autonomous robot PaPeRo offers
many interesting features such as facial recognition and voice synthesis, making
interactions with the user more enjoyable. Although they are made for long-term
relationships, few of these companions integrate an explicit social model for their
relation with the user.
2.2

Social agents

Unlike relational agents and artificial companions, social agents do not focus on
modeling long-term relationships. However, some of them model social relations
and their dynamics. This is particularly the case of Avatar Arena, a scenario in
which a user must negotiate a schedule appointment with several agents [12]. Before each session, the value of appreciation between agents is fixed (low, medium,
high), and it evolves according to the Congruity Theory described by Osgood
and Tannenbaum. This theory can also be found in FAtiMA [13], a computational model used in projects such as FearNot! or ORIENT. In Demeanour [14],
relation also relies on the axes of appreciation and dominance. The relationship
evolves according to the personality of the agent, its mood, and the social attitudes expressed by the other party. This relationship can influence the non-verbal
behavior of the agent, particularly in terms of posture and gaze. In SCREAM,
emotions play an important role, changing the relationship according to their
type, as explained in [15]. The representation of social relation in SCREAM is
based on the same two axes of appreciation and dominance: the social power
represents the hierarchical relationship between two people and the social distance, the degree of appreciation. Prendinger adds to these two axes the notion
of familiarity, also based on emotions, but evolving monotonically. Although it
seems obvious that an agent’s relationship toward a user will influence the agent
behavior, there are few models considering the agent’s belief of the supposed
relationship of the user toward itself. PsychSim attempts to fill this gap by providing a framework in which the agent will take into account the others’ relations
before planning their own actions [16]. Finally, Alpha Wolf gives us the opportunity to play a Cub [17], and interact with other wolves through howls, growls
and whines. The dimension of dominance is the only one used here, and it just
changes the animation of our cub depending on which wolf it is facing.
Among these models, some of them formalize social relations using logical
concepts. In [18], the authors try to team up humans with a group of synthetic
characters, using a formal representation of liking and dominance. In [19], the
author formalizes the five bases of power described by Raven [20] with four

different categories. The author also models the agent’s decisions, knowing the
power relations in which he is involved. Logical formalization is also used to
model emotions. Based on the work exposed in [21], Dastani and Lorini propose
a formal model of emotions, and define different coping strategies [22]. Some
computational models have been proposed to compute the social relations of an
agent and to simulate the impact on their nonverbal behaviors. However, few
of them integrate strategies that the agent can plan to try to modify its social
relations.

3

Formalization of Social Relations

To give the capability to a companion to reason about its own relation, we formally describe a social relation. In this section, after introducing the dimensions
used to model companions’ relation, we present their formal representation.
3.1

Dimensions of a Social Relation

Social relations can be represented by different dimensions (or axes). Although
the most widely used dimensions refer to notions of dominance and liking, it is
important to note that definitions of each of these dimensions vary depending on
the model. In our model, we define liking as ”a general and enduring positive or
negative feeling about some person” [23]. This notion is asymmetric [24,15] -so
not necessarily reciprocal. However, in [14] as in [25], this notion is mixed with
commitment. On dominance, there are also different interpretations. In [14] and
[15] dominance is defined as a hierarchical framework. In our work, we rely on
[24] to define this dimension as ”the capacity of one agent to affect the behavior
of another ”. This influence is itself characterized by the resources and strategies
available to the agent [20].
Dominance and Liking are not sufficient to cover the whole domain of social
relations. Svennevig sets a list of dimensions related to this field [26]. As mentioned above, liking is sometimes mixed with commitment [14,25], which represents the need to have a close relationship. Familiarity (or intimacy) describes
the way in which the relationship evolves over time [5]. Another important notion, especially in close relationships, is trust[27]. Based on [5], trust might be
defined as a combination of affect, familiarity and solidarity. Thus, as a first step,
we will not consider trust as a dimension. In the case of artificial companions,
we assume that the agent is committed and connected to the user. Thus its level
of commitment is fixed in our model. On the other hand, familiarity may vary.
In our work we consider the definition of familiarity as the ”mutual knowledge of
personal information” [26]. Therefore, as a first step, we consider in our model
the three following dimensions: dominance, liking and familiarity.
3.2

The logical framework

Let ¬, ∧, and ∨ represent respectively logical negation, conjunction and disjunction, ∃ and ∀ existential and universal quantifier. Let the symbols i, j and k

represent three different agents (virtual or real), φ and ψ logical formulas, E a
set of events with e and e0 part of this set. The agent’s mental attitude of belief
and intention are formalized respectively by the modal operator B and I.
– Bi (φ) can be read as the agent i believes that φ is true.
– Ii (φ) means that the agent i has the intention φ. That means that the agent
i thinks φ is currently not true, the agent i desires persistently (until the
achievement of φ or until the agent thinks that it is impossible to achieve)
that φ will be achieved in the future, and the agent i desires that all the
plans allowing to achieve φ will be realized. This definition of intention and
belief is based on the formal theory of interaction proposed in [28].
The operators F easible, P ossible, Bef ore and Agent are inspired by [28]
– F easible(e, φ) means that the event e might happen, and φ will be true after
that.
– P ossible(φ) ≡ ∃e ∈ E, F easible(e, φ) means that there is at least one existing event e, and φ will be true after that.
– Bef ore(ψ, φ) means that φ cannot be true if ψ is not true.
– Agent(i, e) is true if and only if the agent i can be the author of the event e.
The operators are based on a Kripke’s possible-world semantics with, for each
operator, an accessibility relation [29]. Based on this logical framework, in the
next sections, we propose a formalization of the following dimensions of a social
relation: dominance (Sect. 3.3), liking (Sect. 3.4) and intimacy (Sect. 3.5).
3.3

Dominance

The theoretical background for the formalization of the dominance is based on
the work of Emerson [30], and more particularly on his definition of dependence.
Dependence In the work of Emerson [30], the dependence of an agent A upon
another agent B is ”(1) directly proportional to A’s motivational investment
in goals mediated by B and (2) inversely proportional to the availability of those
goals to A outside of the A-B relation”. The motivational investment corresponds
to the importance accorded by an agent i to an intention φ for which another
agent j has an influence (positive or negative). For instance, an agent i has the
intention to go to a party. Since he has no way to go there, his friend j offers
his help to bring him to the party. The dependence level of i upon j depends on
the importance accorded by i to attend this party. The availability of the goal,
in the definition of Emerson, corresponds to the number of agents k different
from j that also have a positive influence on the intention φ. For instance, if
the agent i has another friend k who can lend him his car to go to the party, i
will be less dependent toward j since he has an alternative solution. Thus, the
first step to model dependence is to represent the way an agent can influence
another agent’s intentions. We define two cases, represented by two formulas: an
agent can be helpful (positive influence) or threatening (negative influence). An

agent i is helpful for another agent j if j has an intention φ and i can help j to
achieve this intention. The achievement can formally be represented by an event
e after what φ will be true. We formally define a helpful agent i for an agent j
concerning an intention φ by the syntactic abbreviation:
Helpf uli (j, φ) ≡ Ij (φ) ∧ ∃e ∈ E(F easible(e, φ) ∧ Agent(i, e))

(Def.Help)

An agent i can also be threatening for an agent j if j has an intention φ and i
can prevent an intention φ. Preventing an intention can formally be represented
by (1) an event e after what φ will never be true or (2) an event e canceling a
precondition ψ of φ. A threatening agent i for an agent j concerning an intention
φ is formalized by the following syntactic abbreviation:
T hreateningi (j, φ) ≡Ij (φ) ∧ ∃e ∈ E(F easible(e, ¬P ossible(φ)) ∧ Agent(i, e))
∨ ∃e0 ∈ E(F easible(e0 , ¬ψ) ∧ Agent(i, e0 ) ∧ Bef ore(ψ, φ))
(Def.Threat)
The sub formula F easible(e, ¬P ossible(φ)) ∧ Agent(i, e) means that the agent i
may act to make the intention φ of j impossible to achieve. For instance, i can
cancel the party, making the intention impossible to achieve. The sub formula
F easible(e0 , ¬ψ) ∧ Agent(i, e0 ) ∧ Bef ore(ψ, φ) means that the agent i may act
to make a precondition to achieve φ false. For instance assuming that i gave
his consent to j to go to the party, i can reconsider his decision. An agent j is
dependent upon an agent i toward an intention φ if j believes that i can help
to achieve an intention φ he cannot achieve by himself or prevent him to achieve
this intention. Formally, the dependence of an agent j upon another agent i
toward an intention φ is defined by the following syntactic abbreviation:
Dependentj (i, φ) ≡Bj (Helpf uli (j, φ) ∧ ¬∃e0 ∈ E(F easible(e0 , φ) ∧ Agent(j, e0 )))
∨ Bj (T hreateningi (j, φ))

(Def.Depend)

The sub formula ¬∃e0 ∈ E(F easible(e0 , φ) ∧ Agent(j, e0 )) means that the agent
j cannot achieve the intention φ by himself. For instance, if the agent j gets his
own car to go to the party, j will not be dependent upon i anymore.
The dependence value As explained in Sect. 3.3.1, Emerson quantifies the
level of dependence of an agent i toward an intention φ according (1) to the importance accorded by i to this intention and (2) the number of agents having a
positive influence on this intention. We then introduce the importance accorded
to an intention by an agent. Based on [31], we distinguish the importance accorded by i to the success of the intention φ and the importance accorded by i
to the failure of φ, formalized as follows :
imp succi (φ) ∈]0; 1]

and

imp f aili (φ) ∈]0; 1]

A high value means that i accords a high importance to the intention φ. The
importance to achieve an intention and the importance not to have this intention

failed might be equal or negatively correlated. For instance, a student thinking
that successfully passing his exams is a formality will give a low importance to
graduating, while according a high importance to failing his exams. We suppose
that these values are predefined for the agent, but they can change according
to the situation. We also define a function representing the amount of agents
susceptible to have a positive impact on this intention φ, using the following
syntactic abbreviation:
helpers num(i, φ) = card{k 6= i|Helpf ulk (i, φ)}
This function represents the number of agents k different from i able to achieve
i’s intention φ. For instance, if i has the intention to go to a party, the value depends on the number of agents that can bring him to the party. The dependence
value of i upon j toward his intention φ depends if j is helpful or threatening. If
i thinks that j can help him to achieve his intention φ (i.e. Helpf ulj (j, φ)) then
the dependence value of i depends on the importance of success accorded to φ
(i.e. imp succi (φ)) and the number of potential helpers (i.e. helpers num(i, φ)).
Indeed, the more people might help i, the less j is powerful. Consequently, we
propose the following function to compute the dependence value upon a helpful
agent:
if Bi (Helpf ulj (i, φ))
then depend valuei (j, φ) =

imp succi (φ)
helpers num(i, φ)

(P.Help)

with depend valuei (j, φ) ∈]0; 1]
For instance, an agent i according a high importance attending to a party will
be very dependent upon j if he is the only one able to bring i to this party. If i
thinks that j can prevent him to achieve his intention φ (i.e. T hreateningi (j, g))
then the dependence value of i depends directly on the importance of failure accorded to φ (i.e. imp f aili (φ)). Formally, the dependence value of a threatening
agent is defined as follows:
if Bi (T hreateningj (i, φ))
then depend valuei (j, φ) = imp f aili (φ)

(P.Threat)

with depend valuei (j, φ) ∈]0; 1]
For instance, an agent i will be a little dependent upon an agent j if j can
cancel the party but i does not care so much about missing the party. Whereas
the dependence value is defined for a specific intention, we introduce the mean
dependence value to represent the global dependence of an agent upon another
considering all the agent’s intentions. Formally, the mean dependence value of
an agent i over an agent j is defined as a mean of the dependence value for each

intention of the agent.
mean depend valuei (j) =

sum{depend valuei (j, φ)|Ii (φ)}
card{φ|Helpf ulj (i, φ) ∨ T hreateningj (i, φ)}

with mean depend valuei (j) ∈]0; 1]

(F.Dep)

The sub formula card{φ|Helpf ulj (i, φ) ∧ T hreateningj (i, φ)} represents the
number of i’s intentions for which j has an influence. sum{depend valuei (j, φ)|Ii (φ)}
represents the sum of the dependence values of i for each intentions φ. In some
particular cases (i.e. when the standard deviation of dependence values is high),
this mean value is replaced with the highest dependence value. For instance, if
an agent i is very dependent upon j concerning a particular intention, but is
just a little dependent concerning other intentions, his dependence value upon j
will stay quite high.
Dominance In his work, Emerson [30] defines the power of an agent A over
an agent B as a potential influence depending on A’s dependence upon B and
B’s dependence upon A. Indeed, an agent i thinks that he is dominant toward
another agent j if he thinks that he is less dependent than j (i.e. if i thinks that
he can help or threaten the other agent j’s intentions more that the latter can
on i’s intentions). Formally, an agent i is dominant toward an agent j if and
only if i thinks he is less dependent upon j than j is upon him :
Dominanti (j) if f Bi (sup(mean depend valuej (i), mean depend valuei (j)))
with sup(a, b) = true if f a > b

(Def. Dominant)

To compute the dominance value, we introduce the following function:
dom valuei (j) = mean depend valuej (i) − mean depend valuei (j)
with dom valuei (j) ∈] − 1; 1[

(F.Dom)

Consequently, a negative value of dominance means that the agent thinks he is
submissive whereas a positive value traduces a belief on his dominance over the
other agent. Since the dominance value is based on beliefs of the agent (the agent
i thinks he is less dependent than the agent j), an agent i might be dominant
toward an agent j, and j might also be dominant toward i.
Strategies Based on this formalization of dominance, several strategies may be
defined for an agent i to try to change his value of dominance on another agent
j. The following strategies that we can infer from the proposed formalization are
consistent with those described by the psychologist Emerson [30]
1. Emerson highlights that to increase dominance, one may change his motivational investment, which is the importance of an intention. Given our
proposed formalization, the agent i can decrease the importance accorded to

one of his intentions that the agent j may achieve or threat. So, given that
the dependence of i depends on the importance of the intention (P.Help and
P.Threat), the total dependence of i will decrease (F.Dep) and the dominance
of i on j will increase (F.Dom)
2. Emerson claims that one may decrease his dependency by finding other
sources. In our formalization, the agent i can try to find another agent that
provides him some help; indeed, in this case, the number of helpers will
increase and then the dependence value of j will decrease (P.Help).
3. Emerson affirms that one might try to increase the motivational investment
of another person. Given our formalization, the agent i can also try to induce
a higher importance for a particular intention to the agent j on which the
agent i has an influence. Increasing this importance will lead the agent j to
be more dependent upon i and then i will be more dominant.
4. Another strategy highlighted by Emerson consists in denying alternative
sources for the other agent. In our formalization, the agent i can try to
prevent other agents to help j achieving an intention for which he can be
helpful. Lowering this value will lead j to be more dependent upon i and
then i will be more dominant.
In the two first strategies, the agent will modify his own mental state, whereas
he will try to influence the other agent in the two following ones. Using this
formalization, we can also define two other strategies, consistent with Raven’s
work on social power [20]. In those strategies, the agent i can try to influence
the agent j beliefs and intentions:
5. Raven claims that reward power ”stems from the ability of the agent to offer
a positive incentive, if the target complies”. In our formalization, the agent
i can inform the agent j that he can help j to achieve one of his intentions
(Def. Helpful). The agent j will be more dependent upon i, depending on the
importance of success j accorded to the intention and the number of other
agents able to help j.
6. Raven affirms that in coercive power, ”the agent brings about change by
threatening the target with negative, undesirable consequences”. Given our
formalization, the agent i can try to inform the agent j that he can prevent
j from achieving one of his intentions (Def. Threatening). The agent j will be
more dependent upon i, depending on the importance of failure j accorded
to the intention.
3.4

Liking

The formalization of liking is rooted in the work of Heider and his proposed Balance Theory [32]. This theory can be represented as a triangular schema between
a person P as the focus of the analysis, another person O and an impersonal entity X, which could be a physical object, an idea or an event (Fig.1). The edges
of this triangular schema describe liking relations between the three vertices P,
O and X: P’s liking toward the agent O, P’s liking toward the concept X and
O’s liking toward the same concept X.

Fig. 1. Heider’s Balance Theory

Sharing appreciation According to [33], the state between three entities is
called balanced ”if all three relations are positive in all respects or if two are
negative and one positive”. For instance, taking an agent i, another agent j and
a concept X, the state between i, j and X is balanced if i likes j, i likes X
and j likes X; or if i likes j, i dislikes X and j dislikes X as well. Since the
Balance Theory assumes that people tend to seek balanced states, we define two
scenarios: (1) if i and j share the same appreciation about X, then i likes j. (2)
If i and j have contradictory appreciations about X, then i will dislike j. The
first step to model liking between i and j is to formalize the way an agent i feels
about a concept X. To formally represent the appreciation of an agent i about
a concept X, we introduce the following formula:
Appreciatei (X)
This formula can be read as ”the agent i appreciates the concept X ”. Knowing
this, we consider that i shares the same appreciations with j if i thinks that they
both have the same appreciation about X. For instance, both i and j appreciate
football, or both i and j dislike spinach.
Shared Appreciationi (j, X) ≡ Appreciatei (X) ∧ Bi (Appreciatej (X))
(Def. Shared)
On the opposite, agents i and j have contradictory appreciations if i thinks that
i’s and j’s appreciations about X are different. For instance, i likes vegetables
but thinks that j does not like it.
Contra Appreciationi (j, X) ≡ Appreciatei (X) ∧ Bi (Appreciatej (¬X))
(Def. Contra)
Liking value To quantify the liking relation, we introduce the importance
accorded by an agent i to a particular concept X, formally represented as follows:
importancei (X) ∈ [0; 1]

The higher the value is, the more the concept X is important to the agent i.
We suppose that this value is predefined for the agent. To compute the liking
value between an agent i and an agent j, we represent the sum of the importance
accorded to shared or contradictory concepts. The mean shared value refers to
the mean value of the importance accorded to concepts for which i and j share
the same appreciation. The mean shared value is formalized as follows:
sum{importancei (X)|Shared Appreciationi (j, X)}
card{X|Shared Appreciationi (j, X)}
(F.Shared)
with mean shared valuei (j) ∈ [0; 1]

mean shared valuei (j) =

The sub formula card{X|Shared Appreciationi (j, X)} represents the number of
concepts X for which i and j share the same appreciations. For instance, if i and
j like football and philosophy, the mean share value of i toward j is the mean
between the importance i accords to these two concepts. The mean contradictory
value refers to the mean value of the importance of these concepts for which i and
j have contradictory appreciations. The mean contradictory value is formalized
as follows:
sum{importancei (X)|Contra Appreciationi (j, X)}
card{X|Contra Appreciationi (j, X)}
with mean contra valuei (j) ∈ [0; 1]
(F.Contra)
mean contra valuei (j) =

The sub formula card{X|Contra Appreciationi (j, X)} represents the number
of concepts X for which i and j have contradictory appreciations. For instance
if i likes football and philosophy, but thinks that j doesn’t like it, the mean
contradictory value of i toward j is the mean between the importance accorded
by i to these concepts. The final liking value of i toward j is the difference between
mean shared value and mean contradictory value, represented as follows:
lik valuei (j) = mean shared valuei (j) − mean contra valuei (j)
with lik valuei (j) ∈ [−1; 1]

(F.Like)

A negative value means that i dislikes j while a positive value means that i likes
j. The higher the value is, the more i likes j. For instance, if the concepts for
which i share the same feelings with j are more important that those for which
i and j have contradictory opinions, i’s like value toward j will be positive.
Formally, an agent i likes an agent j if and only if the like value of i toward j
is positive.
Likei (j) if f lik valuei (j) ∈]0; 1]

(Def.Like)

Since the liking value is based on beliefs of the agent (the agent i thinks that
j does not like the concept X), an agent i might like an agent j, but j might
dislike i. This is consistent with the work presented in sect. 3.1 claiming that
liking is not necessary mutual [24]. For instance, i can think that j does not like
vegetables but this belief can be wrong (j actually does like vegetables). Then,
if j believes that i likes vegetables, i dislikes j whereas j likes i.

Strategies Considering Heider’s Balance Theory [32], an agent i has two different strategies to alter the liking relation between i and j:
1. The agent i can change its own feeling about a particular concept for which
the agent j has an opposite appreciation. By this way, i and j will share
preferences about the same concept (Def. Shared). This will increase the
sharing value (F.Shared) and thus the like value of i toward j (F.Like).
2. The agent i can try to change j’s feeling about a particular concept for
which the agent i has an opposite appreciation. By this way, i and j will
share preferences about the same concept. This will increase the sharing
value and thus the like value of i toward j.
3.5

Familiarity

The theoretical background for the formalization of the familiarity is based on
the Social Penetration Theory [34]. In this theory, the familiarity between a
person A and a person B can be measured in terms of breadth and depth. The
breadth represents the number of beliefs of A about B’s feelings. For instance,
A can know B’s feelings about family, work, politics, etc. The depth represents
the intimacy value accorded to a particular topic. For instance, A may have
superficial beliefs about B’s family while knowing very personal information
about B’s political orientation. Fig. 2 shows an example of familiarity relation,
with different levels of breadth and depth.

Fig. 2. An example of breadth and depth in familiarity relation

The familiarity value The first step to compute the degree of familiarity
between an agent i and an agent j is to represent the ratio between the number

of i’s beliefs about js feelings and the number of possible conversational topics
(breadth). That is, the number of possible conversational topics represents the
number of concepts X for which i can have feelings. Given N the number of
possible conversational topics, the breadth value is represented by the following
formula:
card{X|Bi (Appreciatej (X))}
N
with breadth valuei (j) ∈ [0; 1]

breadth valuei (j) =

(F.Breadth)

The sub formula card{X|Bi (Appreciatej (X))} represents the number of i’s beliefs about j’s feelings. A high value means that i has a broad relation with j.
For instance, an agent i can possibly discuss with j about five different topics
(family, work, religion, politics and love) but only have beliefs about four of
them. To compute the depth value, we first represent the intimacy accorded by
an agent i to a concept X as follows:
Intimacyi (X) ∈ [0; 1]
A low value means that the concept is considered as superficial by the agent i,
whereas a high value means that i considers the concept as intimate. We suppose
that this value is predefined for the agent. Knowing this, the depth value is the
mean of intimacy values and is represented by the following formula:
depth valuei (j) =

sum{Intimacyi (X)|Bi (Appreciatej (X))}
card{X|Bi (Appreciatej (X))}

with depth valuei (j) ∈ [0; 1]

(F.Depth)

sum{Intimacyi (X)|Bi (Appreciatej (X))} represents the sum of intimacy values
accorded to j’s concepts for which i has beliefs. card{X|Bi (Appreciatej (X))}
represents the number of j’s concepts for which i has beliefs. The familiarity
value of an agent i toward an agent j is formalized as the mean between breadth
and depth.
breadth valuei (j) + depth valuei (j)
2
with f am valuei (j) ∈ [0; 1]
f am valuei (j) =

(F.Fam)

A low value means that the agent i has a superficial relation with j, whereas
a high value means that the relation is quite intimate. For instance, an agent
i having numerous beliefs about j’s feeling toward intimate concepts is very
familiar with j. Using this formalization, a particular link can be drawn between
breadth and liking. Indeed, new beliefs about j’s feelings increase i’s breadth
(F.Breadth), but these beliefs will also change i’s liking value (Def. Shared and
Def. Contra). The more an agent i knows about another agent j, the more
accurate i’s liking relation will be.

Strategies In [35], the authors define four types of familiarity relations: (1) narrow breadth and superficial depth, where people have very limited contacts; (2)
broad and shallow relationships, where people share superficial opinions about a
large variety of topics; (3) narrow and deep relationship, involving personal disclosure about some specific topics and (4) a large and deep relationship, where
people share intimate and personal information for a large variety of topics.
Based on this formalization of familiarity, several strategies may be defined for
an agent i to try to change his familiarity degree toward another agent j:
1. The agent i can ask j to give him superficial information about topics for
which i does not have any beliefs. In this case, the number of beliefs of i
about j’s feelings will increase (F.Breadth), and the familiarity value will
increase as well (F.Fam).
2. The agent i can ask j to give him more intimate information about particular
concepts for which i already has superficial beliefs. In that case, the intimacy
value will increase (F.Depth), and i will be more familiar with j (F.Fam).
According to the self-disclosure theory explained in [34], the disclosure process
is reciprocal: giving intimate information to another person will lead him to
disclose intimate information as well. We can thus define another strategy.
3. The agent i can share his feeling about a particular concept for which he
wants to know j’s feeling. Doing so, the agent j might share his feeling in
return, increasing breadth or depth.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we introduced a logical framework for artificial companions. The
social relation between two agents is represented by three different dimensions:
dominance, liking and familiarity. Dominance can be measured by the degree
of influence on other’s intentions. It also depends on the degree of dependence
upon this same agent. The value of liking indicates the degree of like-mindedness
between the two agents; an agent will like another agent if he believes that they
share the same feelings (positive or negative) about particular concepts. The
familiarity between two agents is represented by two values: the breadth is the
number of beliefs that an agent has about another agent’s feelings. The depth
is the intimacy value accorded to these concepts. We also introduced dynamics
of these dimensions. Agents may use different strategies to change their own
mental state or try to influence other agent’s relations. In future work, we will
conceptualize the mechanisms used to form strategies and to reason about these
three dimensions. Thus our next step is to implement a formal model of social
decision making, leading a companion to reason about its own social relations,
but also trying to influence other agents (virtual or human) considering their own
beliefs and intentions. To simulate our model of social attitude, we will apply this
model to a scenario where the agent, playing the role of a companion, could adopt
different believable behaviors according to its social relation toward the user.
This social relation might dynamically evolve depending on the interactions.
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